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Abstract. Cr/Sc multilayers have been grown on Si substrates using dc
magnetron sputtering. The multilayers are intended as condenser mir-
rors in a soft x-ray microscope operating at the wavelength 3.374 nm.
They were designed for normal reflection of the first and second orders,
with multilayer periods of 1.692 and 3.381 nm, and layer thickness ratios
of 0.471 and 0.237, respectively. At-wavelength soft-x-ray reflectivity
measurements were carried out using a reflectometer with a compact
soft-x-ray laser-plasma source. The multilayers were irradiated during
growth with Ar ions, varying both in energy (9 to 113 eV) and flux, in
order to stimulate the adatom mobility and improve the interface flatness.
It was found that to obtain a maximum soft x-ray reflectivity with a low
flux (Cr50.76, Sc52.5) of Ar ions a rather high energy of 53 eV was
required. Such energy also caused intermixing of the layers. By the use
of a solenoid surrounding the substrate, the arriving ion-to-metal flux
ratio could be increased 10 times and the required ion energy could be
decreased. A high flux (Cr57.1, Sc523.1) of low-energy (9 eV) Ar ions
yielded the most favorable growth condition, limiting the intermixing with
a subsistent good surface flatness. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1510750]

Subject terms: Cr/Sc; multilayer; reflectivity; ion-assisted sputter deposition; ion
energy; ion flux; soft-x-ray microscopy; water window.
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1 Introduction

Multilayer x-ray optics have many useful applications, su
as x-ray microscopy,1,2 x-ray astronomy,3,4 x-ray
lithography,5 and x-ray microanalysis.6 In particular,
multilayer mirrors for the water-window region (l52.2 to
4.4 nm! have an important application as optical eleme
in microscopy of biological specimens, due to the lar
absorption contrast between protein and water. In soft x-
microscopy, using a laser-plasma line source, a multila
mirror is needed as a condenser to focus the x rays on
specimen.7 A primary goal is to maximize the norma
incidence reflectance. To achieve optimum performanc
is required that the multilayer period and layer thickne
ratio are optimized to add, coherently and in phase,
reflected amplitudes from each interface.

It is known that interfacial roughness leads to a loss
specular reflectivity, which is detrimental for the optic
properties.8,9 Since the normal-incidence reflectivityR for a
given x-ray wavelengthl and reflection orderm of a
multilayer is greatly influenced by the ratio between t
interface roughnesss and the multilayer periodL accord-
ing to the Debye-Waller-like factor exp@2(2pms/L)2#, the
absolute value of the interface roughness becomes m
critical at small multilayer periods.10,11For example, mode
calculations predicts that for a semi-infinite Cr/S
multilayer, which theoretically is one of the most promisin
material combinations in the water window, a decrease
interface roughness from 0.5 to 0.3 nm in a multilayer w
Opt. Eng. 41(11) 2903–2909 (November 2002) 0091-3286/2002/$15.00
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period L51.692 nm theoretically corresponds to an i
crease in normal-incidence reflectivity fromR52% to R
519% for the wavelengthl53.374 nm. Therefore it is
important to achieve as smooth and compositionally abr
interfaces as possible when depositing multilayer x-ray m
rors.

In multilayer mirrors the effects of interface imperfe
tions such as intermixing, interdiffusion, and roughne
will be enhanced by the large number of interfaces cont
uting to the reflectance. There are two main processe
multilayer growth that cause the interface chemical com
sition profile to broaden, namely, interdiffusion and inte
mixing. Interdiffusion is thermally activated transport o
material across the interface, and intermixing is mixing
the interfaces due to energetic particle bombardment. B
lead to a larger interface concentration gradient, i.e.
larger interface width, and they have the same conseque
of reduced specular reflectivity, although they origina
from physically different effects. Roughness, on the oth
hand, may occur even if the interfaces are locally abru
the effect is still an increased interface width when t
roughness is averaged laterally over the coherence leng
the x rays. The influence of roughness on the reflectivity
decreased specular intensity and increased diffuse sca
ing.

A low substrate temperature and no energetic part
irradiation during growth will minimize interdiffusion and
interface mixing. However, such conditions may lead
kinematically limited growth, i.e., the adatoms do not ha
2903© 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Dual dc magnetron sputtering system, showing magnetrons, computer-controlled shutters, ro-
tating substrate table, and surrounding solenoid.
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high enough surface mobility to find the energetically m
favorable sticking position. This leads to increased and
cumulated roughness.12,13 The exact temperature rang
where this occurs is not known, but it has been estima
that homologous deposition temperatures~i.e., the ratio be-
tween the growth temperature and the melting temperat!
T/Tm,1/3 are insufficient to give the required adatom s
face mobility to reach the energetically most favorab
positions.14 On the other hand, increasing the substrate te
perature, in order to increase the adatom mobility a
hence reduce accumulated roughness, may activate
diffusion across the interfaces.15 An apparent increase o
the surface temperature, achieved by ion irradiation dur
growth, will enhance adatom mobility while heating of th
bulk multilayer is avoided. Such conditions have been de
onstrated to reduce the accumulated roughness,16 although
at the expense of decreased interface abruptness du
intermixing17 of the interfaces. Post deposition grazin
incidence ion irradiation has also proved to smooth the l
ers, leading to significantly improved reflectivities.18,19

Other effects such as resputtering and defect creation h
also been observed.20 It is expected that an increased flux
ions with lower energy would not induce intermixing
while the positive effects of the enhanced adatom mobi
remain. A variety of plasma-based deposition techniq
exist that might be used for ion-assisted deposition.21

The Cr/Sc multilayers in this work were grown at amb
ent temperature, which corresponds toT/Tm50.14 and
0.19 for Cr and Sc, respectively, and the multilayers w
intentionally irradiated during magnetron sputter deposit
with Ar ions of different energies (E) and different ion-to-
metal flux ratios~F!. Ions, extracted from the plasma an
accelerated to kinetic energies in the range of 9 to 113
through a negative substrate bias, have been utilized in
der to stimulate the adatom mobility and improve the int
face flatness. The flux of ions was controlled by the use
a solenoid surrounding the substrate, which guides e
getic secondary electrons from the target region towards
neering, Vol. 41 No. 11, November 2002
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vicinity of the substrate, where they increase the plas
density by ionization. By synchronizing both the magnitu
and direction of the solenoid current with the depositi
from each magnetron, the magnetic field of the solen
was coupled with the magnetic field of the magnetron u
for deposition, and the ion flux density on the substr
could thus be set independently for deposition from ea
magnetron.

This is an easy way to change and control the plas
growth conditions in a broad region, such that both i
current density and ion energy at the substrate surface
be varied individually for the deposition of the two mate
als.

2 Experimental Details

The multilayers were deposited using a dual dc magne
sputtering system~Fig. 1! onto chemically cleaned~10-min
ultrasonic cleaning in each of trichlorethylene, acetone,
isopropanol! Si ~100! substrates with a native oxide. Th
rms surface roughness of the identical substrates was
nm as measured by atomic force microscopy~AFM!. The
chamber is 500 mm in diameter and 350 mm in height, a
the target-to-substrate distance is 120 mm. A backgro
pressure of about 231027 Torr (2.6731025Pa) is ob-
tained using a turbo molecular pump backed by a rot
vane pump. The two 75-mm-diam magnetrons are place
the top of the chamber with a tilt angle of 25 deg from t
substrate-table normal. The configuration of the magnet
the magnetrons is such that the outer magnetic field li
are positively coupled to each other, guiding second
electrons away from the cathodes towards the substr
and thus extending the plasma to the substrate region.
tween the magnetrons an electrically isolatedm-metal
shield prevents cross-contamination and forces the m
netic field lines to connect beneath the shield closer to
substrate. Ar gas, 99.9997%, was introduced to a work
sputtering gas pressure of 3 mTorr~0.4 Pa!, as measured
with a capacitance manometer.
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Fig. 2 Photographs of the plasma with a solenoid current of 0 A (on the left) and 5 A (on the right).
Secondary electrons ejected from the target are guided towards the substrate, and the plasma density
is clearly enhanced in the substrate region when the solenoid is used.
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The target discharges were established with const
current power supplies, and discharge currents~voltages! of
0.060 A (2255 V) and 0.060 A (2280 V) were used for
the Sc~99.9%! and Cr~99.94%! targets, respectively. Thi
yielded Sc and Cr deposition rates of about 0.025 and 0.
nm/s. Both magnetrons were running continuously dur
the deposition, and the material fluxes to the substrate w
regulated by fast-acting computer-controlled shutters
cated in front of the magnetrons.

The deposition rates were determined by growing t
multilayers with different Cr/Sc layer thickness ratios, wi
known layer deposition times. The multilayer periods we
then calculated from the positions of the multilayer pea
in low-angle hard-x-ray reflectivity patterns. This yields
equation system from which the deposition rates can
extracted using Cramer’s rule.22

The substrates (4032030.5 mm3) were mounted on a
substrate table, rotating around the sample normal at a
stant rate of 60 rpm, directly in line of sight of both ma
netrons, in order to even out irregularities in the sputte
flux. The substrate table was electrically isolated from
system, and a negative bias voltage could be applied to
substrate in order to attract Ar ions from the plasma.

By the use of a solenoid surrounding the substrate,
choosing the direction of the current properly, the magne
field from either one of the magnetrons could be coupled
the magnetic field of the solenoid. Solenoid currents o
and 5 A were utilized in order to study the influence
different fluxes of ions to the substrate. Shown in Fig. 2
two photographs of the plasma with solenoid currents o
and 5 A, respectively. The solenoid was made of capt
insulated Cu wire~2-mm diam! wound about 220 turns on
a cylindrical stainless-steel frame with an inner diamete
125 mm. A detailed characterization of this experimen
setup is given in Ref. 23.

Electrical probe measurements were performed to de
mine the plasma characteristics and the effects of the s
noid. To be able to measure in the electron-current reg
as well as in the ion-current region, two different pro
geometries were used. A Langmuir probe, a 4-mm-lo
tungsten wire with 0.15-mm radius, was used to determ
the floating potential and the plasma potential. The kine
-

e

-

e

-
-

energy of the Ar ions is then simply obtained as the diff
ence between the plasma potential and the applied
voltage, since the mean free path of the Ar ions~several
centimeters! is much larger than the dark sheath above
substrate~less than a millimeter!. For the ion current den-
sity measurements a flat probe of stainless steel, 15 mm
diameter, was used. The probe was surrounded by a
stainless-steel shield with the same potential as the pr
in order to prevent edge effects from influencing the effe
tive collecting probe surface. Data collection was p
formed by sweeping the bias voltage and simultaneou
measuring the probe current. From these data the ion
metal flux ratiosF could be determined. Both probes we
positioned on the substrate holder at the focal point of
magnetrons.

Nanostructural properties of the multilayer structur
were obtained from hard-x-ray low-angle reflectivity me
surements, using a Philips powder diffractometer with
copper anode source~Cu Ka, l51.54 Å), operating at 0.8
kW and with an accuracy of 0.015 deg in 2u. A counting
time of 2.5 s was used at each 2u increment of 0.005 deg
The Cu Kb radiation was attenuated by a Ni filter betwe
the source and the sample. Directly after the x-ray sourc
0.25-deg divergence slit and a 2-mm-wide brass mask w
used to collimate the beam and to limit the size of the x-
beam on the sample. In front of the detector a 0.1-m
antiscatter slit and a 0.25-deg divergence slit followed b
curved Ge crystal monochromator were used. The diffr
tometer had decoupled detector~2u! and sample~v! axes
so that coupledv-2u scans as well asv-rocking curves
could be performed. The intensity was detected with a p
portional Xe-gas-filled detector.

Specular hard x-ray reflectivity measurements from
to 20 deg in 2u were performed on all samples. From the
the multilayer periods were calculated from the position
the Bragg reflections. Individual layer thicknesses and
terface widths were determined by fitting model calcu
tions of the specular reflectivity to the experimental da
using the Wingixa software24 from Philips. Nonspecular
transversev-rocking scans for constant 2u values, corre-
sponding to the first Bragg peak reflection of the inves
gated multilayers, were also performed. These scans re
2905Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 11, November 2002
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Eriksson et al.: Enhanced soft x-ray reflectivity . . .
how much of the x-rays is specularly reflected and h
much diffusively scattered, and hence gives qualitative
formation about the interface roughness.

The near-normal at-wavelength reflectivity of the mul
layers was investigated using a soft-x-ray reflectometer
erating at the same wavelength as the microscope for w
the mirrors are designed.7,25The reflectometer is based on
high-brightness line-emitting laser-plasma source utiliz
an ethanol liquid-jet target emitting mainlyl53.374 nm,
corresponding to the carbonVI line. By using a multilayer
with known absolute reflectivity as a calibration standa
absolute reflectivity up to 85-deg grazing incidence an
was measured. The detector system consists of two so
ray photodiodes, one for measuring the reflected x rays
the other for monitoring the source intensity. The referen
sample, a Cr/Sc multilayer with 100 bilayers and a per
of 3.468 nm, was measured at the Calibration and S
dards Beamline 6.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source. T
reflectivity of the reference sample was 10% at a graz
angle of 29.3 deg and 0.4% at 77.8 deg for the first- and
second-order reflectivity, respectively. By performing co
parative measurements with the reference multilayer i
possible to measure the absolute reflectivity of ot
samples.

To calculate the optimal design of the multilayers~i.e.,
the period, the layer thickness ratio, and the total numbe
bilayers for maximal reflectivity!, the IMD code26 was uti-
lized. This yielded a multilayer period ofL51.692 nm and
a layer thickness ratio ofG5dCr /L50.471 for multilayers
designed for the first-order normal reflection, andL
53.381 nm andG50.237 for the second order. Using th
same code, it was predicted that 90% of the expected
oretical normal-incidence reflectivities from semi-infini
multilayer stacks~35% for L51.692 nm and 23% forL
53.381 nm) should be achieved with about 300 bilayers
L51.692 nm and 270 bilayers ofL53.381 nm. However,
in order to reflect the x rays below 85 deg, which is t
upper limit of the reflectometer, the multilayer period h
to be slightly larger, aboutL51.75 and 3.5 nm for mirrors
designed for the first- and second-order reflection, resp
tively.

3 Results and Discussion

From electrical probe measurements it was found that
ion-to-metal flux ratios wereFCr50.76 andFSc52.5 with-
out the solenoid. When changing the solenoid current fr
0 to 5 A, the ratios increased by about 10 times for both
and Sc, to FCr57.1 and FSc523.1, respectively. The
plasma potential did not vary between Cr and Sc dep
tion, but it decreased by 14 V, from 8.0 to26.1 V, when
the solenoid current was increased. Thus, the energy o
ions, Eion5euVp2Vsu ~assuming univalent ions!, attracted
by the substrate is 8.0 eV higher and 6.1 eV lower than
indicated by the substrate bias potential when the coil is
and on, respectively. The floating potentialsVf were the
same for both Cr and Sc and were determined to beVf5
215 and24 V with and without the use of the solenoid
This shows that considerably more secondary electrons
guided towards the substrate when the solenoid is coup
to a magnetron, and consequently more Ar is ionized in
2906 Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 11, November 2002
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vicinity of the substrate. This in turn means that a low
bias voltage is required to attract a larger number of Ar io
from the plasma, permitting ion-stimulated adatom mob
ity using very low-energy ions to reduce intermixing e
fects.

To study the effects of different deposition ion energ
for solenoid currents of 0 and 5 A, i.e., using low (FCr

50.76, FSc52.5) and high (FCr57.1, FSc523.1) fluxes
of Ar ions at the sample, hard x-ray Cu Ka reflectivity
measurements were performed on multilayers grown w
different ion energies.

Figure 3 shows a hard x-ray reflectivity curve togeth
with a simulation. The multilayer, which was designed f
the second-order reflection ofl53.374 nm, contains 20
bilayers and was deposited using a high Ar ion flux with
energy of 24 eV.

The three major peaks~markedB1 , B2 , andB3 in the
figure!, at 2u152.65 deg, 2u255.22 deg, and 2u3

57.79 deg, are the first-, second-, and third-ord
multilayer Bragg reflections, respectively, and the positio
correspond to a multilayer period ofL53.410 nm. Be-
tween the Bragg reflections, and all the way up to the th
reflection order, very distinct and sharp Kiessig fringes
visible. These oscillations are due to the interference o
rays that have been reflected from different interfaces. E
peak in the Fourier domain is associated with the dista
between two interfaces. The number of Kiessig fringes
thus related to the number of bilayers in the multilay
These regular distances will become irregular if layer thic
ness variations exists, and thus their highly regular pr
ence is an evidence of a very high layer uniformity.

The simulation corresponds very well with the measu
ment. The discrepancy below the critical angle, 2uC

50.53 deg, is due to the finite size of the sample, wh
could not be included in the simulation. At first the x ra
are passing straight into the detector, and as the angle
creases the x rays start to be totally reflected from
sample. Because of the limited size of the sample~20 mm!,
some of the x rays will pass by the sample and hence
reach the detector, resulting in an intensity loss. As
angle is further increased, more of the x-ray beam illum

Fig. 3 Hard x-ray (Cu Ka) reflectivity measurement of a multilayer
containing 20 bilayers optimized for the second-order reflection of
l53.374 nm, together with a simulation. The simulated intensity is
increased 10 times for clarity.
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nates the sample and the intensity increases. Above t
critical angle all x rays are incident on the sample.

The simulation yielded individual layer thicknesses o
dSc52.766 nm anddCr50.641 nm, i.e., a multilayer period
of L53.407 nm and a layer thickness ratio ofG50.188.
This multilayer period is in very good agreement with the
one calculated from the position of the Bragg peaks. Th
average interface width of the multilayer was determined t
be 0.962 nm. The notation interface width combines tw
physically different aspects of an interface, the local chem
cal composition profile width~a result of atomic bulk dis-
placement processes such as interdiffusion and interm
ing!, and interfacial roughness~related to surface
displacement processes!. A chromium oxide layer was
added in the simulation in order to fit the intensity of the
Kiessig fringes between the Bragg reflections.

In Fig. 4 the intensities of the first three Bragg reflec
tions (2u152.6 deg, 2u255.2 deg, and 2u357.8 deg) are
plotted as a function of the ion energy. For lowF, the first
Bragg peak increases for all ion energies. However, th
second and third Bragg peaks, which are more roughne
sensitive, decrease for energies above 73 eV, which ind
cates that an optimal ion energy exists for obtaining hig
reflectivity of the mirrors. For the multilayers deposited
with a largeF an optimal ion energy of 24 eV is clearly
evident.

Thus, depositing multilayers with varying ion energies
resulted in peaked behavior of the x-ray reflectivities fo
both low and high fluxes of Ar ions. Below the maxima the
increasing reflectivities are due to decreasing interfac
roughness, which can be attributed to increased surface m
bilities, caused by the attracted Ar ions, during the whol
deposition of each layer. An increase in surface mobilit
allows the deposited adatoms to move around on the s
face and find positions with a local energy minimum, which
in turn means a position that smooths the surface. For
continuing increase in ion energy beyond the reflectivit
maxima at 24 and 73 eV, the observed decreases are du
the knock-on effects of the increasing energy of the Ar io
bombardment, resulting in intermixing of the layer materi
als. Similar effects have been observed in both amorpho

Fig. 4 Hard x-ray specular reflectivity of the first three orders of
multilayer Bragg reflections as a function of the ion energy for low
and high ion fluxes, i.e., solenoid currents IC50 and 5 A, respec-
tively.
e
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multilayers16 and single-crystal superlattices.27 Another
possible explanation of the decreased reflectivities may
an increasingwavinessof the layers caused by nucleatio
of islands. Such nucleation may occur if nonwetting con
tions apply and if the mobility of adatoms is high enoug
However, increased waviness would also mean increa
interlayer roughness correlation, leading to increas
broadening of rocking scans over the Bragg peaks.

Rocking scans were performed~not shown! for three
different ion energies~low, optimal, and high! for each of
the two ion fluxes. Decreased rocking-curve widths w
increasing ion energy for both ion fluxes were observ
showing that the interlayer roughness correlation
creased, which thus excludes increased waviness as
cause of decreased reflectivity at higher energies.

Figure 5 shows an at-wavelength (l53.374 nm) soft
x-ray reflectivity measurement with the highest obtain
reflectivity, R55.47% at a grazing incidence angle of 7
deg, for a multilayer deposited with high ion flux and a
ion energy of 24 eV. Since the laser-plasma source is us
an ethanol target, several deexcitation processes take p
and give rise to other soft x-ray wavelengths. These wa
lengths are also reflected by the multilayer and appea
the measured spectrum. Included in the graph is an IM
simulation of the wavelengthsl52.847, 3.343, and 3.374
nm, all corresponding to carbon deexcitations. To obtai
good fit, first the peak position was obtained by varying t
multilayer period for the fixed wavelengthl53.374 nm.
Thereafter the simulated reflectivity was decreased to
measured value by increasing the interface width. This
sulted in a multilayer period ofL51.746 nm and an aver
age interface width of 0.425 nm. In the simulations t
layer thickness ratio was fixed at the nominal value,G
50.471, and since the first-order reflectivity does not va
much with G, a small error inG should not significantly
influence the simulation. The peak broadening that can
seen is because of a small continuous drift of the period
the multilayer due to target erosion effects. Based on
peak width, the drift is estimated, using the IMD simulatio
software, to about 1.531025 nm per bilayer thickness.

Fig. 5 Soft x-ray reflectivity measurement of a multilayer consisting
of 400 bilayers optimized for the first-order reflection of
l53.374 nm, together with a simulation. Since the soft x-ray source
consists of an ethanol target, the spectrum contains several wave-
lengths, which are also detected.
2907Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 11, November 2002
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Eriksson et al.: Enhanced soft x-ray reflectivity . . .
Figure 6 shows the soft x-ray reflectivities of multilaye
grown with different ion energies for low and high fluxes
ions, i.e.,I C50 and 5 A, respectively. The multilayers a
designed to have the second-order reflection ofl
53.374 nm at near-normal incidence, and this figure sho
the first-order reflection, which appears at a grazing in
dence angle close to 30 deg.

Again the reflectivity shows peaked behavior for t
case of low Ar flux, but now with a maximum at an io
energy of about 53 eV. The reflectivity for the high Ar flu
has its highest value at 9 eV, corresponding to growth w
the sample at floating potential. Although this is not co
firmed to be an optimum, it is not expected that a low
bias voltage, which causes predominantly electron bo
bardment instead of ion bombardment, will improve t
reflectivity further. A substrate bias potential above t
floating potential will quickly produce electron currents u
to several orders of magnitude higher than the ion curre
thus causing resistive heating of the sample with a poss
increase of the bulk interdiffusion as a consequence.

The reason for this behavior follows the same argume
as given above for the hard x-ray reflectivities. The incre
in reflectivity is due to the decreased roughness, and t
beyond a certain ion energy the intermixing takes over
the reflectivity decreases. Notable is the much higher m
mal absolute reflectivity that occurs already for 9-eV io
under high-flux conditions.

As can be seen from the Figs. 4 and 6, the maxim
reflectivities does not occur at the same ion energies
hard x rays and soft x rays. For the high ion flux, the s
x-ray maximum occurs at a low ion energy, about 9 e
versus 24 eV in the case of hard x-rays. For low ion flu
the soft and hard x-ray reflectivity maxima appear at ab
53 and 73 eV, respectively.

The difference is due to the fact that the reflectivity
hard x rays, which have a wavelength on the atomic sc
is sensitive to roughness down to that scale, someti
referred to asjaggedness.28 Soft x rays, on the other hand
have a wavelength that is 20 times longer, and the
x-ray reflectivity is thus less sensitive to roughness on
atomic scale, but very sensitive to lower spatial frequ
cies, sometimes calledwaviness. Atomic-scale roughness i

Fig. 6 Soft x-ray reflectivity of the first-order reflection of
l53.374 nm as a function of the ion energy for solenoid currents of
IC50 and 5 A.
2908 Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 11, November 2002
,

,
s

sensed by soft x-ray reflectivity as interdiffusion, i.e.,
diffuse scattering is produced. This is also clear on comp
ing the x-ray coherence lengths parallel to the interfaces
the two measurement setups. These are.1000 nm and
,25 nm for soft and hard x-ray reflectivities
respectively.29

At low ion energies, i.e., for low mobility of the ada
toms, the kinematically limited growth will produce aspe
ties, with relatively loosely bound top atoms, on the s
face. This leads to an increased and accumulated rough
as the growth of the multilayer proceeds. Both the hard a
soft x-ray reflectivities will be low. As the ion energy in
creases, these loosely bound atoms will move around on
surface and find positions where they minimize the to
energy, which are positions that smooth the surface.
lower height of the asperities implies a decreased accu
lated roughness and lower amplitude of the waviness. H
ever, the atomic-scale roughness may still be of the sa
order. Such a roughness evolution has been demonstr
in, e.g., Ag/Fe multilayers.30 Thus, the soft x-ray reflectiv-
ity will increase while the hard x-ray reflectivity remain
low. A further increase in ion energy decreases the heigh
the asperities so that soft x rays now experience a flat
intermixed interface and the reflectivity goes down, and
the same time diffuse scattering is eliminated. The har
rays, on the other hand, experience a decreased ato
scale roughness, and the reflectivity goes up. Higher
energies causes intermixing on the atomic level, now eli
nating the diffuse scattering also for hard x-rays, and b
hard and soft x-ray reflectivities go down.

Thus, the reason for the different positions of t
maxima using the two x-ray wavelengths must be that
the ion energy is increased, first the waviness is reduc
resulting in an optimum for soft x-rays, and after a furth
increase of the ion energy the jaggedness is elimina
During the whole course of increasing the ion energy
intermixing increases.

Although hard x-ray reflectivity is a very useful tool t
obtain the multilayer period, individual layer thicknesse
and interface widths, it can be concluded that the optim
deposition parameters must be determined using the ac
wavelength for which the multilayer mirror is intended.

4 Concluding Remarks

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the reflectivity of the multilay
deposited with a high-flux, low-energy Ar bombardment
substantially higher than that of a multilayer deposited w
a relatively low-flux, high-energy bombardment. From t
discussion above it is clear that this improvement is
cause of a reduced intermixing for low-energy bomba
ment and remaining high surface mobility, owing to th
high ion flux, that minimizes the waviness.

From the hard x-ray peak reflectivity data we conclu
that a higher ion energy is required to reduce the jagg
ness than to reduce the waviness. From the above we
conclude that a high flux~7.1 and 23.1 ions per metal atom
for Cr and Sc, respectively! of low-energy~9 eV! Ar ions
minimizes the intermixing, while the smoothing effect
still present. These conditions cannot be obtained in o
nary magnetron sputtering setups, which typically yield
low density of high-energy ions. These findings are a
important in other areas of thin-film deposition, such
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epitaxy and deposition on semiconductor surfaces or
temperature-sensitive surfaces, where creation of sur
defects must be avoided or the bulk temperature mus
kept at a minimum.
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